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down by the border there are  
more questions than answers. 
history is long, bloody and  
always evolving. Few things  
are what they might seem.
words by josh wood / photographs by sam tarling
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I
t’s an area of Lebanon that is geographically beautiful. saved from the 
post-civil war rush of development that has scarred even the far reaches of the 
country, southern Lebanon’s hills and streams would offer breathtaking hikes if 
only they weren’t littered with unexploded ordinance — or UXo to save words.

this is a place where most conversations are off the record and misinformation 
rules. a land that was mostly under Israeli occupation from the Lebanese civil war 
(the Israelis invaded in 1978 and then again with a vengeance in 1982) until 2000. 

everybody is armed to the teeth, but you will never see it and it’s proclaimed a centre of resistance 
by Hezbollah. enemies — such as remnants of the former Israeli-backed south Lebanon army in 
Marjayoun, Hezbollah and the amal  Movement in nabatieh — live on opposing hilltops in uneasy peace. 

throw twelve thousand foreign troops — members of the United nations Interim force in 
Lebanon (UnIfIL) — into the mix and it is easy to see how intricate the situation is. 

Mostly, it is a place that is not understood. southern Lebanon suffers from a lack of attention,  
save from those who live there and the desks of Israeli intelligence officers to the south. It usually 
only appears in the western press when conflict threatens to kicks off, and then only as a blip, 
referred to so abstractly that it’s hard to distinguish the area from Kandahar circa 2001.

then again, it’s tough. the area can’t properly be explained in eight-hundred words or a minute-
and-a-half news clip. In a region that is difficult to understand, in the far reaches of a country that is 
perhaps one of its most complicated, perhaps this should be expected. 

but still, it’s a shame. the more time you spend in southern Lebanon – which has borne the brunt 
of the country’s many armed conflicts and promises to be a battleground in any future war – the more 
interesting it gets.

Members of Nepal’s UNIFIL contingent on patrol near the UN-demarcated Blue Line at Blida
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HezbollaH’s gift sHop

A
pIctUresqUe fIeLd 
by tHe road leading 
up to the southern 
Lebanese village of 
al-Khiam seems like an 
unlikely spot for a World 

War II museum, but a sign at a fork in the 
road points confidently onward. several 
hundred metres down the road, a 
trash-strewn abandoned driveway 
appears on the right hand side. However, 
the promised museum is not here – at 
least not anymore.

the bombs that were dropped here 
were the type that can easily turn the 
ceilings of concrete buildings into 
floor underfoot. In these situations 
structures rarely keep their former uses 
or identities: everything gets simplified 
down to craters and rubble, little else.

this was a bunker system — not of 
Hezbollah’s making, but of the british. 
as the brits advanced north from their 
mandate state in palestine in the early 
days of World War II, to attack Vichy 
french troops in Lebanon, they stopped 
here. the field was at that time an olive 
grove and was a good place, so the 
british thought, to build a field hospital. 
Unsure of the direction that the still-young war would take, they 
built the hospital underground in bunkers — hoping that the 
camouflage cover of the trees and the thickness of the concrete 
would keep the structure safe from any potential air strikes.

the shelter would have been able to withstand most things the 
enemy could have thrown at it seventy years ago, but munitions 
are a little different now. the bombs used here by the Israelis 
in august 2006 left five twenty-foot-deep craters of pulverised 
concrete and twisted metal, collapsing the innards of the bunker 
system. so now, five years on from that attack, air vents are thrown 
at sharp angles and plaster casts of torsos and heads — presumably 
for mannequins — ghoulishly litter the ground.

the hospital was never used during World War II. fighting in 
the Levant was never as bad as first predicted, and the structure 
was left as it was when the war ended.

eventually, the United states agency for International 
development (UsaId) — a U.s. government agency that provides 
economic and humanitarian assistance abroad — gave a grant to 
the american non-governmental agency, Mercy corps. the aim 
was to transform these disused bunkers into a museum looking 
at this long forgotten corner of the war. a press release from the 
U.s. embassy in beirut records the inauguration of the museum 
by the american ambassador on october 23, 2005. It was a 
project that cost the U.s. government $1.3 million, according to  
a 2006 cbs news report.

the museum would not stay open very long. In the early hours 
of July 12, 2006, Hezbollah soldiers breached the Un-demarcated 

blue Line — the de facto border between Lebanon and Israel — and 
attacked an Israeli defense forces (Idf) patrol. the killing of two 
Israeli soldiers and abduction of two more escalated rapidly into war.  
for over a month, Israel would launch bombing campaigns across 
the country, with particular ferocity in southern Lebanon – an 
area that was largely under Israeli occupation until 2000 and 
perceived as a stronghold of Hezbollah. al-Khiam was hit hard. 
the museum was one of many casualties.

the remnants of well-laid out paths and even wheelchair 
access ramps (an anomaly in much of the Middle east) are 
just about visible, along with a snack stand now peppered 
with shrapnel. It looks like it might have been nice place. but 
it is virtually all gone. destroyed, most likely by american-
made munitions that represent a good part of the yearly $3 
billion military aid package the U.s. sends Lebanon’s southern 
neighbour. In the end, it was an exercise in futility: an 
entrenched hospital that was never used, turned into a museum 
barely christened with dollars from the U.s. government and 
then destroyed by the bunker-busting bombs of another, bigger 
recipient of financial assistance from america. the left hand 
gives and the right hand takes away.

there are few references to the field hospital or its later short 
stint as a museum. few people around town knew it existed, few 
cared. It’s hard to fault their lack of interest — in an area that has 
gone through as much as al-Khiam, how much significance does 
a seventy-year-old ruin hold?

In fact, the whole non-history of the bunker raises the 
question: what was the point?

Lebanese visitors walk among the rubble and artillery at the former South Lebanon Army hilltop prison in Khiam
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next door to the bygone museum is a school, built in a grand 
style with the tops of its walls reminiscent of a castle’s ramparts. 
It’s new. It’s nice. the clean hallways look much nicer than 
those of any school I attended. It smells like a school. UHU glue 
sticks sit on desks and children swap treats at snack break. the 
only visual aspects that immediately set it apart from one of 
its counterparts in the west are the solid black shia mourning 
flags flying from its exterior and the posters of the late shia 
cleric, Grand ayatollah Mohammed fadlallah — with whom the 
school was associated — lining the walls inside.

It is new and nice because the original building was bombed 
in 2006 at the tail end of the war, along with the orphanage 
attached to it around the back. nobody died in the strikes, but 
the school was flattened beyond repair.  

the qatari government stepped in afterwards, providing 
$4.5 million so the school could be rebuilt. qatar doesn’t usually 
get the credit it deserves in southern Lebanon. for most outside 
commentators it’s easy (and serves more agendas) to attribute 
the vast majority of large-scale rebuilding efforts across the 
south to Iran, forging the perceived loyalty of the local residents 
to their patron state. but in the largely shia town of bint Jbeil, 
qatar spent millions of dollars putting the town centre back 
together in an effort that, for the most part, went unnoticed. 
the school came out bigger and better, as structures ultimately 
did as a result of the war; a depressingly sardonic twist of fate.

although a lot has been rebuilt, a few things still lie in ruins. 
the notorious al-Khiam prison at the height of the hill is one 
of them. during the Israeli occupation, the prison was used by 
the south Lebanon army — Israel’s local proxy militia were 
headquartered in the nearby christian town of Marjayoun — to 
hold and torture enemies. as many Hezbollah members served 
time behind its cramped walls, the organisation quickly rushed 
there in 2000, after the Israelis withdrew, to 
preserve the site.

as 2006 rolled around, heralding 
another war for Lebanon, Israel decided to 
bomb the strategically-located position and 
erase some of its country’s dark history in 
Lebanon. Most of the buildings, along with 
captured tanks and trucks that Hezbollah 
had moved into the position for show, 
were destroyed. the campaign waged on 
this prison in al-Khiam, south beirut and 
much of Lebanon was part of something 
that former american secretary of state 
condoleezza rice once called “the birth 
pangs of a new Middle east.”

today it’s a barren landscape with  
only a few windowless cells left unscathed.  
a deactivated piece of UXo at the entrance 
has “Made in U.s.a.” written on it. a  
shop set up in one of these remaining 
cells sells Hezbollah t-shirts and videos 
of ambushes carried out by the group’s 
militant wing. In another cell, a visitor has 
scrawled “don’t let your children live the 
same experience” in neat cursive script 
dated 2/8/2005. but it did happen again. 
Maybe not the imprisonment, but the 
terror certainly did.

a bluffer’s guide to military cHeckpoints

T
He GoVernMent doesn’t seeM to LIKe 
JoUrnaLIsts coming down here. to go south 
of the Litani river, a permission approvals slip 
from the Ministry of defense must first be 
secured — a relatively useless piece of paper 
which reads “photography permission” in its 

header, no matter what is requested. this document must be 
brought along with a few passport photocopies and pictures, to 
the mukhabarat (military intelligence) base in saida. 

the boys at the mukhabarat base rarely wake up early.  
at the gate of the closed base you see sometimes see soldiers 
fiddling around with their rifles while still in their boxers as the 
clock edges towards 9:00 A.M. once past the gate, there  
is a small trailer where a man with no sense of humour sits.  
He usually rejects my requests to go south. I usually scream 
bloody murder about press freedom. His excuses range from 
“it’s dangerous” to “your photos are the wrong size.” It’s hard to 
tell if the military intelligence staff are actively trying to curtail 
the western media’s freedom in the area, or simply have nothing 
better to do on saida’s often dull and humid days. 

either way, I figured out that some checkpoints were more 
lax than others. I’d disguise myself. foreigners always drive up 
to the crossings slowly, fumbling with documents while trying 
to switch on the interior lights as the guidebooks tell you to.  
My plan is flawless. screeching up to the checkpoint with 
Lebanese pop music blaring, my shirt unbuttoned and wearing 
aviator sunglasses, I am waved through without anyone 
checking whether I even have the required paperwork.

Lebanese visitors walk among the rubble and artillery at the former South Lebanon Army hilltop prison in Khiam
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“tHe JiHadi tHeme parks”

T
He fIrst sHots rInG 
oUt at dusk, ripping 
through the cool air at 
Maroun al-ras as the 
lights begin to flicker on 
in northern Israel’s 

hillside houses in the background. the 
fighters duck beneath camouflage-
painted blast blocks and battle for the 
high ground in this small village 
neighbouring bint Jbeil — also the site of 
a pitched battle between Hezbollah and 
the Israeli defense forces in 2006. 

above them, a red flag bearing the 
words “ya Hussein” in arabic flutters 
in the wind. to the shia, Hussein is 
the martyr, struck down at the battle 
of Karbala in A.D. 680 fighting for his 
beliefs and the welfare of his people.  
“every day is ashura [the anniversary 
of Hussein’s death and a holiday 
marked by some by letting their own 
blood] and every place is Karbala,” is an 
arabic saying that Hezbollah has tried 
to epitomise in its experiences with 
resistance and warfare.

these shots aren’t from real weapons 
on this chilly november day. the guns 
fire paintballs and the combatants are 
kids wearing vests oddly labelled with 
slogans like “nypd search and rescue”. 
at Maroun al-ras, Iranian money has 
been used to build a leisure park on the ridge of a hill overlooking 
Israel. the park — along with similar developments in the area — 
is an attempt to give the resistance more of a smiling reputation.

the site is impressive, complete with bunkers and towers to 
climb up on. farther uphill, families sit in cabanas — each named 
after an Iranian province and complete with an arabic-language 
briefing — eating meals and puffing on narguilé pipes. a little 
way from the paintball ground is a newly-laid football pitch, 
perched on the edge of the hill directly above the blue Line.  
at night, speeches by Hezbollah leader sayyed Hassan nasrallah 
blare over the speakers along with military march-esque 
Hezbollah party songs and the sounds of automatic weapon fire 
and bombs. the development has reportedly cost $1.5 million 
thus far and there are plenty of green, red and white flags 
everywhere to remind visitors who paid for it.

farther north, at the small hilltop village of Mlita, Hezbollah 
has opened a museum documenting its resistance operations. 
the hill, located just north of the Litani river near nabatiyeh, 
has commanding views of many of the areas that were under 
Israeli occupation until 2000 and came to be a key base used by 
the Islamist group to attack Israeli soldiers. as retribution for 

these attacks, the Israelis launched air and artillery strikes on 
the hill, leaving it a cratered mess. during such attacks, fighters 
would retreat into a bunker carved into the top of the hill which 
miraculously survived the onslaughts.

Hezbollah opened the museum to the public on May 25, 2010 
— the ten-year anniversary of Israel’s hasty withdrawal from  
the south. I headed down here with a journo buddy of mine, 
unsure exactly where to find it thanks to incomplete Lebanese 
maps. We knew it was pretty close to sojud, another Hezbollah 
hilltop stronghold, where the party leader’s son, Hadi nasrallah, 
caught an Israeli mortar shell in 1997, meeting his demise at the 
age of eighteen. It was also here in 2008 that a Hezbollah member 
took down a Gazelle attack helicopter with an aK-47 assault rifle.  

tHe guns fire paintballs 
and tHe combatants wear 
vests witH slogans like 
“nypd searcH and rescue”

Youths engage in an evening game of paintball at Maroun al-Ras

A brand-new football pitch, constructed with Iranian money, overlooks Israel 
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the helicopter had been a gift to Lebanon’s military from the 
Uae to help quell the insurrection in northern Lebanon’s nahr 
al-bared palestinian refugee camp a year earlier. Unsurprisingly 
the incident was officially labelled a mistake.

We asked for directions near sojud, which led to us being 
detained by the amal Movement, the Islamist militia-cum-
“political party”. some of them were polite, some not so much. 
they searched our electronics and made us sit by a rock wall, 
where I chain-smoked cigarettes whilst watching them naïvely 
fumble through my ipod, not fully understanding what it was. 
they eventually decided we weren’t spies. this has happened 
before. “Very important, very dangerous!” proclaimed the 
squad’s leader of the area we were in, apologising in his own 
way before telling us to get lost.

We finally get to Mlita, which is packed with Hezbollah 
supporters waving the party’s trademark yellow flags out of 
their car windows. once inside, a Hezbollah guide is assigned 
by the administration to explain the sights and make sure 
we don’t wander off and interview fellow visitors without 
approval. When he hears that we’re american he starts going 
off about what a big boston celtics fan he is. He tells me how 
much he enjoyed watching the nba finals in the 1980s, when 
Larry bird and the team would do battle with Magic Johnson 
and the Los angeles Lakers. as we pass through the “abyss” 
— a crater at the top of the hill forged by Israeli bombs and 
today filled with disabled Israeli military vehicles — I tell 
him that in fact the Lakers and celtics are in this year’s finals, 
facing off against each other right now. somehow this gets lost 
in translation. or more pressing matters mean he no longer 
watches basketball. He looks at me before mumbling a final 
word about Larry bird and then 
continues to rattle on about the 
party of God’s heroic victories.

Hezbollah’s arsenal at the site 
is impressive: U.s.-manufactured 
surface attack guided missiles 
(the guides decline to comment 
on how they were obtained), 
russian Katyusha rockets, 
Zelzal (“earthquake”) missiles 
provided by Iran, .50 calibre 
machine guns and a host of 
other heavy firepower.

a path winds around the 
hill, positioned to show-off the 
weapons, along with the bunker 
where fighters took refuge. there 
are more mannequin displays 
of soldiers patching up wounds 
and holes in the ground where 
they allegedly dug their own 
graves before going off to battle. 
In a building near the entrance, 
Hezbollah has collected the 
spoils of war: M-4 carbines, olive 
green Israeli blouses and tins of 
Israeli tuna fish with Hebrew 
writing on the side. a wall map 
shows the location of Israel’s 
major air and military bases.  

next to it a chart details the structure of the Israeli military — 
tracing the ranks down from the generals all the way through 
each unit. the guides tell us that this is the result of intelligence 
and infiltration, but I have a sneaking suspicion that a few hours 
on Google earth and Wikipedia might yield the same results.

the “educational park” — often mislabelled a “Jihadi 
theme park” by those in the western media who make lazy and 
inaccurate comparisons with al qaeda — is just the beginning. 
Hezbollah has plans to build a cable car connecting the site  
to nearby sojud along with hotels and restaurants. that, though, 
is in the future. they’ll need to clear much of the UXo first, 
currently marked by red and white tape off the main paths.  
for now, the site is simply a tribute and “educational” facility 
dedicated to those who have fought against Israel. 

tHe nepalese wHo don’t load tHeir guns

“
tHe More yoU sWeat In traInInG, tHe 
Less yoU bLeed In War,” reads the slogan 
on the steps of the staging area at nepalese 
position 8-30 in Mays al-Jebel. the position is a 
rag-tag assortment of hilltop prefabricated 
buildings, tightly ringed by a tall concrete blast 

wall and coils of razor wire. resting on the steps are green  
flak jackets — good enough to stop some shrapnel of a grenade, 
but not much else — along with battered blue Un helmets, 
american-made M-16 rifles and loaded clips of  ammunition.

The Nepalese are responsible for patrolling the longest stretch of Blue Line in southern Lebanon
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nepalese troops have been on the ground since before 
UnIfIL even existed, having arrived in 1958 as observers. In 
1978 they deployed combat troops with the start of the Un 
force’s mission. their quarters are fairly basic — the standard 
of accommodation depends on what contributing countries are 
willing to give. the spanish base in Ibl as-saqi near Marjayoun, 
for instance, receives more funding from its government. troops 
there have access to spanish beer and tapas, playstation 3s and 
flat-screen televisions. at the nepalese base, feral dogs that the 
troops have taken in seem to provide much of the entertainment.

their job isn’t easy. they control the longest stretch of blue 
Line, in an area characterised by tough terrain and a strong 
Hezbollah presence. despite the bellicose words painted at 
their staging area, the nepalese troops recognise the delicate 
nature of their surroundings and are reserved in their actions: 
on patrol, they do not load their weapons. Instead, they carry 
their ammunition “at the ready,” presumably to avoid causing 
additional tension in an already tense environment.

but sometimes this fragile truce is broken. on august 3, 
2010, Israeli soldiers attempted to remove a tree along the blue 
Line near adaisseh. no big deal, except the blue Line is on the 
other side of the Israeli-built security fence. Lebanese soldiers 
opened fire and the clash that followed left four dead, including 
an Israeli Lieutenant colonel and a Lebanese journalist from 
beirut’s al-Akhbar newspaper. the tree was ultimately ruled by 
the Un to be in Israeli territory but the damage had been done.

Indonesia also has a UnIfIL presence in Lebanon and its 
soldiers got caught in the middle of the encounter. Usually a 
relatively calm stretch of the border, the Indonesian troops 
found themselves in a tricky situation as they tried to keep 
themselves safe whilst stopping the fighting. as the battle raged, 
video feeds on national television stations showed Lebanese 
armed forces soldiers firing their weapons precariously close 
to UnIfIL armoured personnel carriers (apcs), drawing return 
fire in the direction of the neutral Un peacekeepers.

earlier in the summer, before the august clash between 
Israeli and Lebanese troops, 
UnIfIL also found itself 
in the centre of conflict 
situations. In late June, as the 
force carried out a thirty-six-
hour maximum deployment 
exercise, twenty-four patrols 
came under attack in villages, 
with local residents blocking 
roads and attacking UnIfIL 
vehicles with stones. several 
days later, in early July, a 
french patrol came under 
attack in a similar manner  
at the town of qabrikha.  
as UnIfIL soldiers 
attempted to calm the 
crowd, residents were able to 
strip some soldiers of their 
weapons and ammunition. 
there were several casualties 
on both sides and a few of 
UnIfIL’s apcs were disabled 
in the process.

UnIfIL finds itself at the 
centre of much debate in 
Lebanon. after the war in 2006, 
the force’s small deployment of 
less than two thousand troops 
skyrocketed in numbers. today 
there are well over ten thousand 
men. While there are more 
troops and their presence is 
clearly visible, the Un mandate 
constricts their actual power, 
limiting them ostensibly to 
observation of Lebanese and 
Israeli violations of the blue Line.

the peacekeepers’ 
relationship with the local 
population is another area that 
— as June and July’s clashes 
showed — is a point of friction. 
Many Lebanese are employed by 
UnIfIL, directly or indirectly, 
and the local population benefits 
from humanitarian projects that 
the organisation carries out in 
the area. but at the end of the  
day they are still an armed, 
foreign force in their villages, 
fields and hills.

UnIfIL says the attacks 
on its patrols in June and 
July of last year were a 
simple misunderstanding and 
downplays their significance. they were, however, a sign 
that all is not well. today many residents in the south will 
allege that UnIfIL troops were entering private property 
and taking photographs inside of villages, working against the 

A captured tank flies Hezbollah’s trademark yellow flag overlooking Bint Jbeil

A shrapnel-scarred sign welcomes motorists to Bint Jbeil, the Hezbollah-proclaimed capital of of resistance



tHe capital of resistance is also, 
more or less, tHe Home turf 
of rima fakiH, perHaps better 
known as miss america
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In 2006, Israeli soldiers went for broke trying to capture 
the town centre — despite the topographic obstacles standing 
in their way. Hezbollah chose to make a stand and inflicted 
relatively heavy casualties on the invading Idf. the town was 
levelled in the process, by the street-to-street battle and heavy 
bombing, and its roads are still bumpy today from the shrapnel 
embedded in the tarmac and dust. 

but there is more to bint Jbeil than the conflicts it has endured. 
the capital of resistance is also, more or less, the home turf of 
rima fakih – perhaps better known as Miss america and for 
her subsequent stripper contest scandals. fakih was born just 
down the road in the village of srifa, ten miles or so away.  
Her detractors and hordes of Islamophobes in the west 
renamed her Miss Hezbollah. fakih is currently dating toronto 
blue Jays starting pitcher ricky romero and went to a catholic 
high school. from my interactions with members of the party of 
God, stripper poles, baseball and catholic school girl uniforms 
are not generally associated with their party. 

the town’s most famous export is not a rogue element 
of southern Lebanon. In fact, most people in bint Jbeil 
have ties to the same town where she settled in the United 
states — dearborn, Michigan. during the Lebanese civil war, 
dearborn established itself as a preferred destination for those 
Lebanese who could flee the conflict. today, the city — home to 
ford Motor company — has the largest proportion of arab-
americans in the country. as Lebanon returns to a relative 
peace, more and more people who had abandoned bint Jbeil 
and its surrounding towns are returning and building summer 
homes. of the population in the town today, those who are not 
american citizens most likely have close relations who are.

bint Jbeil is a town where the kids sometimes go by Mo 
and al instead of Mohammed and ali. the mukhtar, or local 
leader, declined my request for an interview in an american 
accent. Many new houses have luxury cars parked next to 
basketball courts and tidy recycling bins. besides the flowery 
signs about resistance and the occasional bombed-out 
building, bint Jbeil and environs almost looks like a small-
scale version of american suburbia.

the town is a microcosm for the complexities of the south 
and the epitome of the larger world’s misunderstanding of the 
area. people will always tell you definitively that there were no 
fighters from their area during the 2006 war. but there were. 
the rockets that Hezbollah brags about firing had to come 
from somewhere. the thing is that yes, there are fighters, but 
there are also other sides to the area. It is not cut-and-dried, 
clear and simple. In the twenty-four-hour news cycle and 
world of short by-lines this all gets lost.

In the next war — a matter of if or when it comes, depending 
on who you talk to — bint Jbeil is probably going to get hit 
again, along with much of the south. the hilltop villas will get 
ripped apart and the long road to reconstruction will begin 
once again. such is life in southern Lebanon.  

population rather than with them. on the other side, some 
have alleged that local political groups, such as Hezbollah 
and amal Movement, mobilised supporters in southern 
Lebanon to confront troops at a time when relations between 
these parties and the Un have been strained. either way, 
something is not right.

thirty two years into any military mission is tough going 
and it is understandable that UnIfIL has not had a walk in 
the park these past twelve months. I often joke with UnIfIL 
soldiers I meet in Lebanon that the “interim” part of the 
force’s title should be taken out. 

I rarely hear laughs reciprocated.

soutHern lebanon, usa

“
tHe capItaL of LIberatIon – 
WeLcoMe,” reads the sign on the road 
entering bint Jbeil. two kilometres from the 
blue Line, bint Jbeil has been hoisted onto a 
pedestal in the lore of the Lebanese resistance. 
It was here that Hezbollah leader sayyed 

Hassan nasrallah gave his victory speech following Israel’s 
hasty withdrawal in 2000, sealing the town’s fate. Iranian 
president Mahmoud ahmadinejad also gave his big speech 
here when he made his first state visit to Lebanon in 
october 2010.

A captured tank flies Hezbollah’s trademark yellow flag overlooking Bint Jbeil


